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Events on our Big Screen

W

ith the Palm Terrace Coffee Bar now established we have decided to
begin showing popular events on our big screen in the Function Room.
Most of the forthcoming events that we plan to view in the next couple of months are sporting.
However, we are requesting residents to kindly communicate with us should they have any other
preferences or knowledge of special forthcoming events. We would be only too happy to oblige and
accommodate these requests so that we can discover which are the most popular type of events. The
events that we screen should be acceptable to ladies and gents and not purely sporting which the men
often prefer.
Another aspect that we have to consider is the time of the event. We do not want to be screening rugby
matches at 3am in the morning as this would entail staff getting up out of a nice warm bed to come to Oasis
to open up and start the machine. (I do not think that will happen!!!)
TENNIS
We are planning to start with the screening of the finals of Wimbledon which will
be screened at the following times.
 LADIES FINAL
15h00
Saturday, 11th July
 MENS FINAL
14h00
Sunday, 12th July
CRICKET
The New Zealand cricket team will be touring South Africa in August and the following games will be
screened.
 T20 Game
18h00
Friday, 14th August
 T20 Game
14h00
Sunday,16th August
 ODI Game
12h30
Wednesday,19th August
 ODI Game
10h00
Sunday, 23rd August
 ODI Game
12h30
Wednesday, 26th August
RUGBY
South Africa will be playing against Australia, New Zealand and Argentina in the Tri-Nations in
July and August and thereafter they travel to the UK for the much-awaited World Cup.
 TRI-NATION
11h05
Saturday,18th July
 TRI-NATION
16h05
Saturday, 25th July
 TRI-NATION
16h05
Saturday, 8th August
 WORLD CUP
17h45
Saturday,19th September
SA vs Japan
 WORLD CUP
17h45
Saturday, 26th September
SA vs Samoa
rd
 WORLD CUP
17h45
Saturday, 3 October
SA vs Scotland
 WORLD CUP
17h45
Wednesday, 7th October
SA vs USA
 WORLD CUP
17h00
Saturday, 24th October
Semi-Final
th
 WORLD CUP
18h00
Sunday, 25 October
Semi-Final
 WORLD CUP
18h00
Saturday, 31st October
Final
Hopefully South Africa will be in the final whereupon we will plan a special event to which all
residents will be more than welcome. (Please, please, no vuvuzelas allowed. Remember the
soccer World Cup in 2010!)
Quote from Alexander Graham Bell: “The achievement of one goal should be the starting point of another.”

Jack Boddington ~ Editor

From the Manager’s Desk

W

inter has arrived in earnest with
temperatures plummeting and rain
falling which will please the farmers no
end. We at Oasis are also thrilled with the rain as
our gardens just love rain water which is definitely
better than the recycled water that we receive
from Potsdam.
BINGO
We held a very successful Bingo evening on
Wednesday, 3rd June which was well supported
with 75 persons participating. The good number
of players resulted in nice amounts being won by
the winners and the final pool of the day was a
grand R800 which was won by Kruben Moodliar.
Snacks were provided by the club to welcome the
reintroduction of Bingo and a cash bar was in
operation to keep the throats well lubricated. We
have been requested to hold Bingo evenings
regularly which will be considered by the
Entertainment committee and Management.

ELECTRICITY
This is just a gentle reminder that as from the 1st
July 2015 the electricity charge will be increased
from R1.55 c/kWh to R1.75. This is the basic
charge for small domestic users consuming
between 0-600kWh. Residents using in excess of
600kWh should be paying R2.14 c/kWh, but due
to the fact that many residents use quite a lot less
having installed timers on their geysers and many
residents being away on holiday at odd times, we
as a complex manage to stay within the lower
group.
ESKOM have applied to Nersa for a further
increase of 12% and with that in mind we are
investigating the following possible methods of
saving electricity: We have requested a few solar energy
companies to quote on installing solar
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panels on the roof of the wellness/pool
area which would cater for the Clubhouse
and Wellness Centre. Unfortunately there
is not sufficient space on top of the
Springs, Grove and Royale blocks to
enable solar energy to be installed in the
blocks.
 We are replacing all globes in the
Clubhouse with LED lights which will result
in a saving of 80% compared to energy
saving globes. These LED lights cost
approximately 5 times as much as energy
saving globes but have a life-span of 15 to
25 years (yes, years!).
 LED lights will also be installed in the
passages in the blocks, but unfortunately
will require new light fittings to be installed
as they do not manufacture LED lights to
fit these old fittings.
 William has sent out a questionnaire to
find out who in the complex has installed
timers on their geysers. Once we have
the result of the questionnaire we will
investigate the possibility of getting a
special package to install timers for those
persons wishing to go that route.
PAINTING OF BLOCKS
The painting of the passages in Palm Springs has
been completed and our handyman has now
moved to Palm Grove. We are in the process of
obtaining quotes for the painting of Palm Springs
and, all being well, expect to start in midSeptember. The cost of this painting will be
covered by the Stabilization Fund.
NEW OASIS BUS
The smart new Oasis Bus has been purchased by
the ORPOA and will be available to all Oasis
owners and residents. Certain group trips such
as going to Canal Walk on Monday and Friday
mornings for shopping are free to residents, but
any individual wishing to go on a special trip such
as airport, doctor, hospital etc. will be charged at
R8.00 per kilometer. It is essential that any
resident wishing to avail themselves of this facility
must book beforehand.
Quote from George Mathew Adams: “It is no
disgrace to start all over. It is normally an
opportunity.”

Jack Boddington - General Manager
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William’s Words

A

ll one has to do to appreciate Oasis is to go
away and come back again. It helps one
see the place through different eyes. Like
the first time you visit, you get this sense of awe
that Oasis is indeed a special place. We know
you all have different stories, experiences and
feelings of the Oasis. We also know for some,
the move at first is hard, but then when everything
calms down the feedback we get is most
rewarding. You are welcome to share your
stories with us and we look forward to hearing
from you.
We are busy doing a survey
regarding geyser timers. Due
to the expected electricity
increases looming this is
definitely an option that
residents should review. The
timers will not only assist with
your individual electricity
accounts, but could assist the
complex with its overall
consumption as a whole. With this said, we are
making the offer of timer installations and if we do
more than three at a time, you will get a reduced
rate for the timer and installation thereof. Please
arrange appointments via me at the Clubhouse.
The offer is as follows:
 1 installation: R 1090.00
 3 installations on the same day:
R 880.00 each
We have had the fire equipment
(extinguishers and hose-reels
etc.) serviced at Palm Royale,
Clubhouse and Palm Grove.
Palm Springs will be due for
servicing in September.
Thanks to the developers
the big screen in the
Function Room has been
raised. This is such a great
feature for Oasis as a
whole and we know that
many enjoy the movie
nights on Sundays and
Tuesdays at 19h00. As we
are on duty during the day, please advise us if
there are any big sporting games that you want to
come and view and if we are able we will gladly
put it on for you. We will also advise of big games
for viewing via the notice boards. Of course, we
serve hot drinks and beverages via the coffee
shop, but special eats for the big games can be
arranged if we know prior.

We hope to soon have
another treadmill and some
other
new
exercise
equipment thanks to Nico
Uys,
who
will
be
responsible for our gym
equipment. Like the rest of
Oasis, the gym area is
utilized often so we hope
you enjoy the extra equipment. A reminder to all,
including your visitors, that the pool rules
(displayed against the wall inside the pool area)
need to be adhered to at all times. Swimming
caps when entering the pool is a must and no
concessions will be made.
Residents at Palm Springs
and Palm Grove have been
testing panic buttons and we
were correct in advising that
some batteries needed to be
replaced. Please check your
panic buttons via your
Concierge desk.
We will
replace your batteries if need be and only charge
you for the cost thereof.
Residents using the ATM’s at
Sable Square are asked to be
cautious and ask someone to
accompany you. There was
an incident of late whereby
one of our resident’s bank
cards was snatched from him
and money withdrawn at
another ATM soon thereafter.
Sundays
and
Wednesdays remain
our popular lunch
days
at
the
Clubhouse.
Please
book in advance to
avoid disappointment.
Due to catering
preparations it is not always possible to
accommodate bookings made at the last minute.
We have had to turn people away in the past and
it is not a pleasant feeling. Further to this, people
that book and do not pitch or cancel their
bookings late, will be billed accordingly, as
someone else could have had that booking. If
you are not going for the meat option on our
menu, also advise in advance so that we can try
and arrange an alternate option for you. We
appreciate your assistance as always.

And … here we go with my “Father’s Day
Joke”
Daughter to Dad ...
Texting communication in today’s generation:
“Daddy, I am coming home to get married soon.
Get out your cheque book. LOL - I'm in love with
a boy who is far away from me. I am in Australia
and he lives in Scotland. We met on a dating
website, became friends on Facebook, had long
chats on Whatsapp, he proposed to me on
Skype, and now we've had two months of
relationship through Viber. My beloved and
favourite Dad, I need your blessing, good wishes,
and a really big wedding.
Lots of love and thanks - Your favourite daughter,
Lilly”

Dad's reply ... also by texting
“My Dear Lilly: Like! Wow! Really? Cool!
Whatever …, I suggest you two get married on
Twitter, have fun on Tango, buy your kids on
Amazon, and pay for
it all through Paypal.
And when you get
fed up with this new
husband, sell him on
Ebay.
L.O.L. (lots of love)
Daddy”
Regards,

William

CROSSWORD PUZZLE TIME
Down
1. Bird of prey (6)
2. Seize suddenly (3)
3. Tall story (4)
4. Attempting (6)
5. Dreamlike (7)
6. Level (4)
10. Vague (7)
12. Leave (6)
13. Forward-looking (6)
16. Monster (4)
17. Shopping precinct (4)
20. Writing fluid (3)

Across
1. Comical (5)
4. One of the senses
(5)
7. Freedom (7)
8. Regret (3)
9. Woodwind
instrument (4)
11. Ire (5)
14. Valuable item (5)
15. Singing voice (4)
18. Large antelope (3)
19. Greed (7)
21. Force out (5)
22. Compare (5)
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Entertainment for All

B

rave the cold and venture down to the Clubhouse to be part of our next Open Day. Our speaker is
Chris Blackshaw, C.E.O. of Century City, who will be giving us a talk about what is happening with
our future road system, how it will alleviate the traffic and details about the extensive development
with the new buildings.
Last month we enjoyed a lovely chatty talk with Pamela Jooste. She is yet another of our own special
resident guest speakers and has kindly left her novels in our library for us to enjoy.
We had a bumper evening with the Bingo. This was so popular that we
will repeat it later on in the year. Thanks to the excellent turnout we
managed to have really healthy
prizes for the winners. Jack
proved to be a good Bingo
conductor, William was our
trusty money-man and special
thanks to Marilynne for the
super snacks.
Our next outing is The Spice Route and we should have our own
Oasis Resort combi by then. There is so much to do at this venue there is glass blowing, a chocolate making outlet, beer tasting, wine
tasting and a good restaurant. There are still spaces available for
this trip.
We have made bookings for Mikado and West Side
Story and hope you have all given Miriam your names
for these shows.
We have another
show
early
in
September for a
show at the Theatre on the Bay. Stage by Stage is a medley from many
well known and loved musicals over the years. Jonathan Roxmouth is a
first class entertainer and this should be a great show. We will have
dinner at their restaurant after the show.
Here is an opportunity to visit the
Cape Town Stadium in Green Point,
as most of us will never have the
opportunity to go to a show or sports
match at this venue. We will have a
guided tour to show us around this extremely interesting venue.
We have been asked to promote a
charity event for the Seal College.
This will be a fun breakfast in aid of
disabled children and will be hosted
by Kate Squire-Howe who has a very entertaining program planned for
the breakfast. See the separate notice on the board.

By Faye Salomon
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Entertainment for All – July/Aug Calendar
 Tuesday, 14th July

Open Meeting: Chris Bradshaw – Updating Century City Road Systems
Meet at the Clubhouse at 10am for 10:30am
(Bookings for all outings taken at 10am) R5 entrance

 Saturday, 18th July

The Spice Route – restaurant, glass blowing, chocolate factory
Meet at the Clubhouse at 10:30am
Transport R30

 Saturday, 25th July

Mikado at the Artscape – Gilbert & Sullivan
Meet at the Clubhouse at 1:15pm
Tickets R198 & Transport R15

 Saturday, 22nd August

West Side Story
Meet at the Clubhouse at 3:15pm
Tickets R295 & Transport R15

 Tuesday, 25th August

Guided tour of the Stadium (in Green Point) & luncheon afterwards
Meet at the Clubhouse at 11:15am
Tickets R17 & Transport R15

 Saturday, 5th September

Stage by Stage at Theatre on the Bay – Medley from the musicals
Dinner at the Restaurant
Meet at the Clubhouse at 4:15pm
Tickets R95/R165 & Transport R25

 Saturday, 8th August

Charity Fun Breakfast for Seal College (disabled children)
At the Clubhouse at 10am to 12noon
R120 per head

The Explanation …
Brains of older people are slow because they know so much. People do
not decline mentally with age. It just takes them longer to recall facts
because they have more information in their brains, scientists
believe. Much like a computer struggles as the hard drive gets full up,
so too do humans take longer to access information, it has been
suggested.
Researchers say this slowing down is not the same as cognitive
decline. “The human brain works slower in old age,” said Dr. Michael
Ramscar, “but only because we have stored more information. Over
time, the brains of older people do not get weak. On the contrary, they
simply know more.”
Also, older people often go to another room to get something and when
they get there, they stand there wondering what they came for. It is
NOT a memory problem. It is nature's way of making older people do
more exercise.
Believe it or not?! 
Contributed by Eva Matthews – PR 701
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Movies to share with friends
These are movies which we have seen and enjoyed at Canal Walk, Cavendish
and the Waterfront, but we are not necessarily rating them.
SERENA (110 minutes; released 29th May 2015)
This drama on the Art circuit stars Rhys Ifans, Toby Jones, Bradley
Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence and Sean Harris. In the North Carolina
Mountains at the end of the 1920s, a love-struck, newly-wed couple
begin to build a timber empire. The wife soon proves herself to be
equal to any man in this rugged and dangerous environment overseeing loggers, hunting rattle snakes and even saving a man’s
life in the wilderness. This couple, with power and influence in their
hands, refuse to let anyone stand in the way of their ambitions.
When Serena discovers she cannot have children, it sets her on a
path of destruction. She also discovers the hidden past of her
husband and their marriage begins to unravel. She plots the murder of her husband’s illegitimate son from
an association before they were married. This sets the scene which will lead to a dramatic reckoning.
THE FORGER (92 minutes; released 29th May 2015)
This drama thriller includes John Travolta, Christopher Plummer and Tyre
Sheridan and is directed by Philip Martin. John Travolta plays Raymond
Cutter, a Boston-based thief and art forger who, with ten months left to serve
his prison sentence, makes a deal with the very man who landed him in prison
in the first place and who had managed to secure his early release. His former
adversary has not got him out of prison out of the goodness of his heart - he
wants Raymond to use his particular skills to pull the proverbial one last job.
He is first to paint a forgery of Monet’s “The Promenade” and then to break into
a local museum to replace the original with the fake. Why would Raymond
tackle such a demanding and daring task? It turns out that he desperately
wanted to get out of jail early in order to spend more time with Will (Tyre
Sheridan) his estranged 15 year old son who is suffering from a brain tumor
and who has been living with his irascible grandfather (Christopher Plummer)
during Raymond’s term in prison. To connect with his son, Raymond decides
to fulfil any three of Will’s wishes before he dies. After
a slow start the story quickly develops from this point.
5 FLIGHTS UP (95 minutes; released 19th June 2015)
This movie is a coming of age story with the main actors Morgan Freeman, Diane
Keeton and Cynthia Nixon, directed by Richard Loncraine and with music by David
Newman. Over one crazy week-end, a long-married couple discovers that finding
a new apartment is not really about winding down, but starting a new adventure.
They become overwhelmed by personal issues and real estate matters. They also
begin house-hunting before selling their apartment. The couple are childless and
very attached to their dog who at this very time has to be hospitalized with the
possibility of not being able to walk again. The veterinary costs are astronomical,
but they are prepared to meet the expenses. This is a real and warm movie.

Dudley and Melda Schroeder - PG 603
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NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

T

ime flies by and when you read this we will be well into the winter. Seems like
yesterday when we were wishing each other well for the New Year!

As quickly as the time has gone by, a huge amount has been accomplished. The
rate at which Palme d’Or has grown is proof of this. The builders are around the 4th
floor level and, according to our project manager, everything is going to plan. We
hope the winter rains do not interfere too much with building progress and we look forward to June 2016
when this wonderful addition to The Oasis will be complete.
With the onset of the colder weather we had been experiencing a quieter June … that is until we closed 2
deals in Palme d’Or in the space of under a week. 33 units have now been sold in Palme d’Or.
On the re-sales front we had a real burst of activity at just about the same time. 2 re-sales were signed up
within days of each other and 2 more are subject to ‘suspensive’ conditions at time of writing. The re-sales
schedule will most likely be quite depleted by month end at this rate! Good news for owners who are
assured of the desirability of apartments at Oasis and for ORPOA and Bodies Corporate whose levy funds
are boosted, ensuring that necessary capital projects and works do not place a huge burden on owners.
The show flat in Palm Royale continues to ‘wow’ our visitors and through this we create much interest in
Palme d’Or and in the re-sale units. A number of buyers are looking at the newly designed 2 bedroom
apartments on the 9th, 10th and 11th floors of Palme d’Or. Not only do they have amazing views, but they
are also large and spacious for two bedroom apartments.
You may have seen the professional photographer around Oasis recently. We are producing excellent new
marketing related images of our beautiful Oasis. Thanks to those who volunteered to be in the photos.
These will appear on our website, facebook and in newspapers and magazines in the coming months.
We welcome the following new residents to The Oasis and wish them all many happy years in their
beautiful new homes.
Mr & Mrs Gerber in PS 707
Mr and Mrs Smith in PS 603
Mrs Jo Bell in PS 805
Mr and Mrs Sevim in PR 102
Keep warm in this colder weather and for those of you following the sun, travel safely!
Regards,

Cindy, Linda and Lorenda

Crossword Puzzle Solution
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CARE CENTRE CORNER
HEALTH INFORMATION ON YOUR DOORSTEP – TO BE INFORMED
IS TO BE ARMED

How to Respond in Emergency
Medical Situations
This month we answer a request for a reminder about how apartment
residents should respond in cases of a medical emergency. Please keep
these notes easily accessible in case they are urgently needed.
 Keep calm.
 If you or your loved one or neighbour has a known condition that
can be life threatening e.g. heart condition, asthma, allergies etc.
immediately call for an ambulance/emergency response vehicle.
 Only after you have made that call, make contact with the Care
Centre.
 If after hours or on weekends, if you perceive the situation not to
be as urgent then phone the Care Centre directly on 021 528
7301 or 1008 (internal line).
 When phoning the Care Centre and/or Ambulance/Emergency
Response:
1. Identify yourself.
2. Confirm your address.
3. Give a brief description of the emergency e.g.
shortness of breath, bleeding.
 If you have called the Care Centre allow 10 minutes for the staff
member to get to you.
 Staff member will do an assessment and Duty Sr or staff member
might contact either your doctor or emergency services and, if
need be, your family.
 NB Oasis Care Centre is neither an emergency facility nor an
acute facility.
 Any technological diagnosis required has to be done via either
your doctor or an acute hospital.
 The more information we have regarding any known conditions or
medical history and medication the easier it will be to make sound
decisions.
 Monday – Friday 07h00 to 16h00 call Sr Deneil Lehmann on
021 250 0952 or 071 081 0232 or 5115 (internal line).
 Monday – Friday 16h00 – 07h00 and on weekends call the Care
Centre if you need assistance on 021 528 7301 or 1008 (internal
line).

Tech support: “Okay Bob,
let's press the control and
escape keys at the same time.
That brings up a task list in the
middle of the screen. Now
type the letter 'P' to bring up
the Program Manager.”
Customer: “I don't have a P.”
Tech support: “On your
keyboard, Bob.”
Customer: “What do you
mean?”
Tech support: “P.… on your
keyboard, Bob.”
Customer: “I'M NOT
GOING TO DO THAT!”

We aim to distribute stickers with phone numbers
and some additional information for ER24 with
whom we have a service level agreement, but
please note that call outs are for your account.
Wishing you good health and regards,

Sister Deneil
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BITS & PIECES
Not everything we
enjoy is bad for
us. Doing jigsaw
puzzles
is
apparently
an
excellent way to
exercise
your
brain and keep
your
memory
from going rusty.
Experts say that putting together a jigsaw puzzle
requires the use of both sides of your brain. The
left-brain thinks logically and follows the
sequence, while the right-brain operates
intuitively in finding the correct piece. Studies
have shown that this activity involves all the cells
and parts of the brain, thus increasing its
efficiency and capacity. In particular, the brain
produces a chemical known as dopamine that is
chiefly responsible for learning and memory. It is
said that the production of this chemical increases
in the brain when engaged in solving a jigsaw
puzzle. What better way to ensure a longer life
span and lessen the chances of falling prey to
Alzheimer’s, memory loss, dementia and other old
age problems!
Apparently, therefore, when I have my head down
insisting on fitting little cardboard pieces into

spaces where they patently don’t belong, I am
developing my abilities to reason, analyze,
sequence, deduce, think logically and solve
problems. What a nice surprise!
Space for doing jigsaw puzzles is usually a
problem. I have solved this by using a board: A
hardboard section cut to a size which can
accommodate both puzzle and some side space,
with half-round lengths glued or nailed on the
sides (to prevent pieces sliding off). With the help
of a friendly hardware assistant, I managed to
organize this myself. And when I want it out of
the way I simply slide the board plus unfinished
puzzle, under a bed.
There are several lovely jigsaw puzzles in the
Oasis Library, but you can also google for them
on the Internet. Or you can have your own jigsaw
puzzles made
from
family
photographs.
Trust me, not
often what is
good for you is
also fun to do.

Una Graven

SENIORS AT THE COFFEE SHOP
A group of seniors were sitting around talking about all their ailments at the Coffee Club.
“My arms have gotten so weak I can hardly lift this cup of coffee,” said one.
“Yes, I know,” said another. “My cataracts are so bad; I can't even see my coffee.”
“I couldn't even mark an "X" at election time because my hands are so crippled,” volunteered a third.
“What? Speak up! What? I can't hear you,” said one elderly lady.
“I can't turn my head because of the arthritis in my neck,” said
one, to which several nodded weakly in agreement.
“My blood pressure pills make me so dizzy!” exclaimed another.
“I forget where I am and where I'm going,” said another.
“I guess that's the price we pay for getting old,” winced an old
man as he slowly shook his head.
The others nodded in agreement.
“Well, count your blessings,” said a woman cheerfully.
“Thank God we can all still drive.”
Contributed by Molly Kretzner ~ PR 101
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July Timetable
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

3
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

4
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00
11
12 Noon
Private
Luncheon
Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 - 18h00
14h00 Ladies
Wimbledon on
Big Screen
18
Restaurant
Closed
Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 - 18h00

10h00 Bible
Group

5
12 noon
Formal
Sunday Lunch
19h00 Opera
DVD

12
12 noon
Formal
Sunday Lunch
14h00 Mens
Wimbledon
Final on Big
Screen
19
12 noon
Formal
Sunday Lunch
19h00 Opera
DVD

26
12 noon
Formal
Sunday Lunch

6
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

7
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

14h00 Bridge

19h00 Movie

13
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

14
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
10h00
Entertainment
Group Meet

10h00 Art
14h00 Bridge

10h00 Art

19h00 Movie
21
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

14h00 Bridge

19h00 Movie

27
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

28
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

20
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

8
10h00 Bible
Group

19h30 Bridge
Club
9
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

10
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
14h00 Social &
Handcraft

19h30 Bridge
Club
15
10h00 Bible
Group

16
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

17
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
14h00 Social &
Handcraft

19h30 Bridge
Club

22
10h00 Bible
Group

23
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
19h30 Bridge
Club

24
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
14h00 Social &
Handcraft

10.30am Trip
to The Spice
Route
25
Restaurant
Closed
Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 - 18h00
1.15pm
Mikado at
Artscape

30
31
7h00 Water
9h00 Bus to
10h00 Bible
Aerobics
Canal Walk
Group
8h00 Water
10h00 Art
Aerobics
14h00 Social &
19h00 Classic
10h00 Poetry Handcraft
Movie
Circle
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie
19h30 Bridge
Club
PLEASE NOTE: The restaurant is always open to Residents, except on Saturdays and public holidays, although the
timetable might show a private function.
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Iceland - Proof that it is a Miracle of Nature

